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MEASUREMENTS ON TYPICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF UHF PANEL AERIALS

G.H. Millard, B.Sc, M.lnst.P.

J.H. Moore, Grad. I.E.R.E.

1. Introduction

Aerials for UHF relay stations can be built much more

cheaply if they can be assembled on site from a kit of

parts instead of being preassembled and set up at works.

However, there is a risk that an aerial made up in this

way may not meet the performance specification; it

would then need a series of adjustments which are expensive

and time consuming when carried out at site.

Unfortunately many factors contribute to the overall

performance and it is not practicable to impose sufficiently-

tight tolerances to ensure that the specification for the com-

plete aerial is always met. The problem becomes a

statistical one. As long as a sufficient proportion of

aerials prove to be within specification as assembled,

it should be possible to deal with remaining cases by

interchanging components.

It was not practicable to examine many different

physical arrangements of panels and, in any case, it was

not thought necessary to do so. Most aerial proposals
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in the current u.h.f. plan fall into one of three categories viz.

one panel per tier, two panels per tier set at 90° and two

panels per tier set at 120°, the number of tiers varying from

one to four. In order to limit the number of permutations,

measurements were restricted to two tiers each of two

panels set at 90°. Fig. 1 shows the basic dimensions and

Fig. 2 is a photograph of the experimental arrangement.

In practice aerials may require beam tilt angles

which are usually between 0° and 10° below the horizontal

depending on the service requirements of the particular

locality. The beam tilt used will, in turn, affect both the

impedance characteristic and the radiation pattern. It

was decided to restrict measurements to two values of

beam tilt namely, 0° and 5°; the former is a 'worst case'

in which there is no impedance correction and the latter

is a fairly typical value.

Fig. 1 - General arrangement of aerial panels Fig. 2 - Photograph of aerial arrangement
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2. Distribution networks

There are two classes of network which may be used

to divide the transmitter power between the aerial panels,

namely splitter transformers and hybrids.

The splitter transformer divides the input power
between two or more ports in a prescribed ratio provided

that the loads on the output ports are well matched.

A number of designs of suitable transformers have been

produced for use at low-power UHF relay stations. '

The transformer suffers from the disadvantage that a

mismatched load may affect the power division but in

this particular application the aerial panels are quite

well matched and the use of splitter transformers was not

expected to give rise to any serious difficulty.

Equal reflections from the aerials would then return in

phase to the input port and there would be no improvement

to the impedance match. It would, of course, be possible

to displace one of the aerials physically so that a co-phased

feed is no longer required, but this may be undesirable for

other reasons.

One of the objects of the investigation was to deter-

mine whether the use of hybrids rather than transformers

made the achievement of the desired performance so much
easier that the additional cost would be justified. A
number of feeding arrangements were devised to test this

point and to establish whether any one particular arrange-

ment had marked advantages or disadvantages. Figs.

4—7 show four feeding arrangements using combinations

The hybrid unit divides the input power between

two output ports in such a way that the division ratio

of the forward transmitted waves is independent of the
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Fig. 4 - Feeding arrangement for Case I

Beam tilt = 0° 1 = 6 + 90°

Beam tilt = 5° 1 = 6 + 90° + 54°

|TT| directional coupler hybrid |jj two-way 2:1 transformer

Fig. 3 - Derivation of phases of reflections when using a

directional coupler hybrid

load impedance. A fourth port carries a resistive

load which absorbs any power which is reflected back

into the output ports. The hybrid unit tends to be more
expensive than a splitter transformer and is commonly
available with only two outputs. It may take the form

of a directional coupler
1,3

; a split-drum diplexer
4

or

a hybrid ring . In the present application directional

coupler hybrids made by a contractor were used which

produced two nominally-equal outputs in phase quad-

rature. Fig. 3 shows the relative phasings obtained

at the various ports when a unit of this type is used

to feed two loads having identical mismatches through
equal lengths of feeders. It may be seen that the load

reflections cancel at the input port but add at the

port carrying the balancer load where they are dissipated.

If the loads were aerials which were required to be fed

in phase it would be necessary to insert an additional

quarter-wave length of feeder into one of the outputs.

Hr-r 9°° Ah
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Fig. 5 - Feeding arrangement for Case II

Beam tilt = 0° 1 = 6 + 90°

Beam tilt = 5° 1 = 6 + 90° + 54°

|TT1 directional coupler hybrid
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Fig. 6 Feeding arrangement for Case III

Beam tilt = 1-6
Beam tilt = 5° I = 9 + 54

[FT] directional coupler hybrid \T\two-way 2:1 transformer

Fig. 8 - Feeding arrangement for Case V

Beam tilt = 1 = 9

Beam tilt = 5° I = 9 + 54°

[T] four-way equal output transformer
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Fig. 7 - Feeding arrangement for Case IV

Beam tilt = 0° I = 8 + 90°

Beam tilt = 5° / = 8 + 90° + 54°

[fj]
directional coupler hybrid

of splitting transformers and hybrids which have been

proposed. In these figures electrical line lengths are

shown in degrees, such that a positive line length corres-

ponds to a phase retardation. Each of these four

arrangements could be made up to give beam-tilt angles

of either 0° or 5° using lengths of feeder as supplied.

This gave eight arrangements which were examined over

the frequency band occupied by Channels 39-68 i.e.

614 MHz to 854 MHz. In practice an aerial would need

to meet the specification only over the upper or lower

halves of the frequency range. At a later stage, a further

possibility was introduced, namely, a single four-way

splitter transformer that was commercially available. The

arrangement using this transformer is shown in Fig. 8.

If it is assumed that at some frequency in the working

band, all the component reflections of the distribution

system will add, it is possible to calculate a 'worst-case'

reflection coefficient for the whole aerial. The result

is shown in Table 1 where p g
denotes the input reflection

coefficient of the aerial panels, pH
that of the hybrids and

pT that of the splitter transformers.

Table 1

Worst reflection coefficients: calculated

Case I

Case 1

1

Case I la

Case 1 1

1

Case IV

Case IVa

Case V

tilt

p a
+ P H + Pj

pa
+ 2pH

Ph

Pa + PH
+ Pi

Pa + 2pH

Ph

Pa + pT

5 tilt

0-64p
a

+ pH + PT

0-59p
a

+ 2pH

Ph

0-64(p
a

+ p H ) + P-t

0-54p
g

+ 1-59p
H

Ph

0-59p
a

+ pT
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The arrangement of Case I, shown in Fig. 4, could be

used at stations where dissimilar powers are required in

different directions. The hybrids will tend to protect

the v.r.p. against mismatch of the aerial panels but there

is no cancellation of the reflections from them when

there is no beam tilt.

In Case II (Fig. 5) a hybrid has been substituted

for the splitter transformer of Case I and the power is now

shared equally between the panels. As in Case I, there

is no cancellation of reflections when there is no beam

tilt. It is interesting to note that reflections from the

left- and right-hand hybrids and from the panels will all

be absorbed by the load on the input hybrid if the

additional 90° of feeder is inserted next to the aerial

panels as shown in Fig. 9 (Case Ha). The improvement

is evident from Table 1 and can be explained by reference

to Fig. 3.

tilt there is no impedance improvement; with beam

tilt there is a partial improvement. If, however, the 90

phasing lengths were inserted between the panels and

their hybrids (Fig. 10) the impedance would be improved.

This is shown in Table 1 as Case IVa.

Case V (Fig. 8) has the merit of using fewer units

and could give an acceptable performance as a result.

Typical maximum values for pa , pH and pT , measured

on a 50 ohm line, might be 0-06, 0-03 and 0-03 respectively.

In addition, some allowance should be made for departures

of the characteristic impedance of the main and distribution

feeders from 50 ohms; an additional effective reflection

coefficient of 0-03 is probably sufficient for this. The

reflection coefficient for the whole aerial in the arrange-

ment of Case I,
0° beam tilt, could thus rise to 0-15

if all the components came into phase at some frequency in

the band. The maximum permissible reflection coefficient

at a typical low-power UHF relay station is 0-10, so that

some of the arrangements considered would be unaccep-

table unless the probability of 'worst-case' phasing was low.

3. Impedance measurements

In view of the number of permutations and combina-

tions to be examined it was desirable to employ a method

of measurement which gave an instantaneous permanent

record of the variation of reflection coefficient as a function

of frequency. In consequence a sweep-frequency oscillator

was used to drive an impedance bridge having a built-in

detector, the output of which was applied to an X-Y

Fig. 9- Case Ila - Alternative feeding arrangement for Case II
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The arrangement of Case III (Fig. 6) has the two

panels in each tier fed together and the v.r.p. is filled

in the first and third minima (this is likely to be adequate

at most low-power stations where there is a gap-filling

requirement). Since the panels in each tier are required

to be co-phased, there is no cancellation of reflections

from the aerial panels brought about by the tier hybrids.

There is some reduction of reflection coefficient with

beam tilt but large reflections from the panels would

affect the v.r.p.

In Case IV (Fig. 7) the splitter transformer of Case

III has been replaced by a hybrid giving equal outputs,

so that the v.r.p. is no longer gapfilled. With no beam
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Fig 10 - Case IVa - Alternative feeding arrangement for

Beam tilt
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frequency, MHz
v.s.w.r. p

Fig. 1 7 - Typical recording of impedance/frequency characteristic of whole aerial

plotter. A typical recording is shown in Fig. 11. Calibra-

tion of the Y scale was effected by means of standard

mismatches. Unfortunately the overall accuracy of the

method proved to be insufficient for the purpose in

hand although it was useful for showing at which frequen-

cies the reflection coefficient was maximum. Supple-

mentary measurements were made therefore using a Vector

Voltmeter and a precision directional coupler. Table 2

shows the highest reflection coefficients found in the

working frequency band.

Table 2

Worst reflection coefficients: measured

Case I

Case II

Case Ha

Case 1 1

1

Case IV

Case IVa

Case V

Beam tilt
0° Beam tilt 5

0-126 0-094

0-158 0-144

0096 0-091

0-105 0-082

0-156 0-14

0083 0076

0092 0-084

5. Current measurements

It is difficult to make a direct measurement of the

vertical radiation pattern of a UHF transmitting aerial.

Each aerial panel, therefore, has a probe point for

examining the current in the radiating elements, and the

vertical radiation pattern is normally calculated from the

probe measurements. In a preliminary experiment, the

probes were calibrated by comparing the outputs from

them with the inputs to the panels; the relative amplitudes

and phases were found to differ negligibly from one panel

to another. Measurements of the probe outputs were

then made at a number of frequencies for both 0° and

5° beam tilts.

For the 0° beam tilt case, the radiating currents should

ideally be constant in both amplitude and phase; the

observed standard deviation of the amplitude was 0-4 dB

and of the phase was 3°. For the 5° beam tilt a somewhat

greater variation of amplitudes might be expected since

the panels are not all fed through the same cable length;

the observed standard deviation was 0-8 dB. The

relative phases of the radiating currents in the 5° beam tilt

case are expected to vary in proportion to the difference

in cable lengths. Making due allowance for this, the

phase variations showed a standard deviation of 6°. The

above perturbations in the desired radiating currents would

have only a small effect on the aerial vertical radiation

pattern, in respect of beam tilt, gain and gapfilling and

would be entirely acceptable.

4. Horizontal radiation patterns

The horizontal radiation pattern (h.r.p.) of each case

was measured using an automatic plotting facility. The

variations of h.r.p. from case to case were small and unim-

portant. Fig. 12 shows the spread of measurements of all

cases. The specified tolerance over that part of the

radiation pattern giving a service (field strength >-20 dB)

is± 1dB.

6. Conclusions

Measurements on typical arrangements of aerial panels

have shown that a random assembly of panels and distri-

bution components is likely to have an acceptable per-

formance. The most critical parameter will be the impe-

dance match and it has been demonstrated that certain

arrangements will lead to a significantly better match

than others. Provided these arrangements are employed,
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Fig. 12 - Spread of measurements of the horizontal radiation pattern

the impedance specification should be met without diffi-

culty.
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